The demand for wireless mobile communication is growing exponentially with expectations that in the near future mobile device or user will be available in every corner of the globe. Alternatively, it increases the importance of antenna arrays which are responsible for transmission and reception of information. Every antenna array is projected to generate a desired pattern and, hence, failure of any antenna causes misrepresentation of the overall pattern in terms of increased side lobe levels and displacement of nulls from their original position. The aim of the study is to present viable, simple, and accurate stochastic solver based on backtracking search optimization algorithm (BSA) for the pattern correction of faulty antenna array in mobile communication systems. A fitness function is developed to optimize the weights of the remaining healthy antenna elements in the array. The fitness function consists of two parts: the first part is based on mean square error approach for the reduction of sidelobes level, while, in the second part, steering vectors are used for the repositioning of nulls. Simulation results establish the validity of the BSA from its counterparts based on genetic algorithm and its memetic combination with pattern search technique.
Introduction
The interest of researchers in wireless mobile communication systems is growing day by day due to several reasons. First the price for production of antenna arrays is getting cheaper and secondly, their size is getting smaller that ultimately decreases the power consumption due to which battery capacity is increasing. In order to improve the directivity (gain), usually an array is used that consists of two or more sensors or antennas. Antenna array is one of the main components that improve the performance and spectral efficiency of mobile communication systems [1] [2] [3] . Every antenna has its own weight that can be configured to get desired excitation level of that antenna. These weights have two parameters, namely, phase and amplitude, that can be adjusted individually. The combined effects of all weights generate the desired pattern having suitable side lobe level, nulls position, and null depths [1] . This process is known as array synthesis which is used for controlling amplitudes, positions, and phases to achieve the desired radiation patterns and eliminate noise and unwanted signals. Nulls can be used to achieve this goal by moving them in the direction of unwanted signals but this is not an easy task as direction of unwanted signal is not known or the signal's direction is changing on regular basis. This is known as nulling operation that can be achieved by adjusting amplitude-only [4] , position-only [5] , and phase-only [6] of the individual antenna to generate nulls in the direction of unwanted signals.
The antennas used in the array of mobile communication systems are expected to work for longer periods of time. Due to this longer operation of times, wear and tear or failure probability is also increased. For this reason, the antenna array must be able to evaluate its performance and detect possible breakdowns as the desired pattern is destroyed due to the failure of single or multiple antennas of an array, which leads to widening the main beam, high side lobe levels, misplacement of nulls from their original position, and diminished null depth. [7, 8] . The effects of antenna failure on the array pattern are shown in Figure 1 . An array must be able to compensate for the failure and maintain an error-free operation, as repairing a failed antenna is costly, as well as time consuming.
. . Related Work. In this modern and fast growing era of science and technology, meta-heuristic based optimization algorithms have their own importance and effectiveness that got applications in each field of science and engineering. A deterministic model yields a single solution of an experiment that is given some inputs but at the same time meta-heuristic based model gives a distribution of possible outputs with a probability of how likely each is to happen. They are conceptually simple, more flexible, and prominent particularly in the existence of local minima. The various metaheuristic techniques are particle swarm optimization [9] , bee's algorithm [10] , bacterial foraging algorithm [11] , differential evolution [12] , genetic algorithm (GA) [13] , ant colony optimization [14] , backtracking search optimization algorithm (BSA) [15] , artificial bee colony algorithm [16] , touring ant colony algorithm [17] , firefly algorithms [18] , etc. These techniques are implemented for many applications such as astrophysics, plasma and atomic physics, nonlinear optics, random matrix theory, electromagnetic, nanotechnology, fluid dynamics, electric machines, bioinformatics, energy, power, signal processing, controls, and communication; see [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and the references cited therein. Among them recently BSA has attracted the attention of researcher due to its simplicity and efficiency. BSA has a single control parameter unlike other metaheuristic algorithms. Moreover, the problem solving capability of BSA is less dependent on the initial value of the parameter. The simple structure of the BSA enables it to solve multimodal functions effectively and quickly. In reported study [15] , BSA has been statistically compared with PSO, ABC, self-adaptive differential evolution algorithm (SADE), adaptive differential evolution algorithm (JDE), covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES), and comprehensive learning particle swarm optimizer (CLPSO), and comparison was done using 3 real-world and 75 constrained benchmarks. In general, the simulations and comparisons in [15] show that BSA yielded more success as compared to the other algorithms. These facts motivate authors to explore in BSA for pattern correction of faulty antenna array in wireless mobile communications. (ii) In case of failure of any antenna element, a fitness function is constructed to optimize the weights of the remaining healthy antenna elements in the array. The developed fitness function consists of two parts, i.e., the first part is based on mean square error approach dedicated for the reduction of sidelobe levels while the second part is built on steering vectors used for the repositioning of nulls.
(iii) The simulation results show the validity of the proposed computational paradigm of BSA in terms of decreased sidelobe levels and nulling pattern. The comparison of BSA results from its counterparts based on GA and memetic combination of GA with pattern search (PS) further indorsed its superior performance.
. . Organization. The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2.1, the problem formulation is given for the pattern correction of uniform linear array (ULA) used for mobile communication systems. A detailed explanation for BSA is presented in Section 2.2 while Section 3 is dedicated for simulation results. Finally, the conclusions and future work directions are given in Section 4.
Design Methodology
The design scheme presented here consists of two parts: in the first part a date model for ULA is provided briefly while in the second part an overview of the optimization procedure based on backtracking search optimization methodology is provided. The schematic of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2 . . . Problem Formulation. Let us consider ULA used for mobile communication which is composed of 2N (even) isotropic antenna placed symmetrically along z-axis, as shown in Figure 3 . r represents inter-element spacing and N is the number of antennas, is the elevation angle, while w i is the complex weight corresponds to i th antenna in the ULA. The array factor for this ULA can be written as
where k represents the wavenumber of the signal. Simplifying (1) by applying Euler's identity gives
By substituting = ( cos )/ , we get
Similarly for odd number of elements, array factor can be calculated as
In order to steer nulls and main beam in the desired direction, we need to calculate the weights adaptively.
Weighting Method: research community has proposed different techniques to choose the best suited weight for each antenna element to place the null(s) and/or main beam in a desired direction. For many practical applications the weights of ULA are calculated using Dolph-Tschebyscheff method [25, 26] and so we did in this work. Dolph-Tschebyscheff array was developed by Dolph using Tschebycheff polynomial so it is referred as Dolph-Tschebyscheff array. From (3) and (4), it can be observed that the array factor is the summation of N or 2N cosine terms, largest one being less than total number of antenna elements. These cosine terms can be written as a series of cosine functions as 
Equation (6) shows that each cosine term is related to a different polynomial T q (x); it should be noted that these relationships are only valid in the range −1 ≤ x ≤ +1 because |cos ( )| ≤ 1. The values for the Tschebyscheff polynomial can be found by the recursion formula:
Equation (7) shows that the next order polynomial can be calculated if the previous two polynomials are known. Numerous research articles have been written for effective calculation of Dolph-Tschebyscheff weights [29, 30] . The critical parameters for a ULA radiation pattern include null positioning, null depth, main beam amplitude, beam width, and side lobe level. In case, one or more elements get faulty due to any reason, like thunder storm and aging, the pattern of ULA is largely affected. If repair is not immediately available there is another possibility to reassign weights to the remaining healthy antennas. In order to recover the side lobe level and null positioning, a metaheuristic algorithm known as BSA is proposed in this work. The formulation of cost function is explained in the subsequent section.
Cost Function: in order to achieve pattern correction, a cost function is formulated. The aim is to obtain an array pattern, from a failed array that is close to that of healthy array by reconfiguring the weights of the remaining healthy elements. The cost function is given by
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Equation (9) represents the mean square error (MSE) in order to minimize the SLL. The reduction is achieved by using MSE between ( ), which is healthy level and ( ) which is faulty level. Here, p is the limit up to which the side lobe level is to be minimized.
In (8) 2 denotes the function which is used to generate nulls in the desired locations. Initial theory about null placement was presented by Steyskal et al. [31] in which a steering vector based null positioning is proposed. Using this idea we need the following equation for null generation in the required direction:
where w is a × 1 vector, defined as
and ( ) is × 1 vector, used as steering vector
N is the number of elements. The constraint matrix A is defined by following equation:
Here for i= , ,. . .M o represents the direction of the nulls.
To get the nulls in a desired direction the below-mentioned squared weighed function should be minimized:
Backtracking search optimization (BSA) is used to minimize c as given in (8), which is the overall cost function.
. . Backtracking Search Optimization Algorithm. BSA is a newly developed evolutionary algorithm (EA) presented in 2013 by Pinar Civicioglu [15] . The BSA has an ability to efficiently handle various types of optimization problems. It uses the information from the previously generated population to generate a new population having superior fitness values. BSA is divided into five main steps:
The basic or general working of BSA is shown in Algorithm 1, while the details of the fundamental steps in term of pseudocode are given in Pseudocode 1.
Simulation Results
In this section, performance of BSA is validated and several simulations are performed for a single antenna failure in 5, 10, and 15 elements ULA, respectively. The effects of antenna failure near and far from the center are also considered. Throughout the simulations, the inter-element spacing 'r' is taken to be 0.5 . The performance of BSA is compared to already available techniques for array pattern correction using GA and GA-PS as reported in [1] . The parameter setting for BSA is given in Table 1 . One can observe that failure of element near the center (4 th element) causes more damage to the pattern in terms of high side lobe level and displacement of nulls from their original position as compared to failure of element far from center (9 th ). These effects are shown in Figures 4 and 5 which 6
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Step 1: Initialization: An initial population P is initialized as P ∼ ( , ) (15) Where = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , , and = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , , V is the uniform distribution function, N is population size, and D is problem dimension. P k represents k th chromosome in the population P . and represents the lower limit upper limit of the solution respectively.
Step 2: Selection-I:
In Selection-I, historical population P his is determined, which is used to calculate the direction of search for optimum solution. Initial P his is determined by:
) This process is done through the "if-then" rule as:
Here fl is defined as update operation, c and d are random numbers in the range [0,1] which help decide if the Phis is selected from the former generation. After this step the order of the chromosomes is shuffled by random shuffling function given by:
A mutation is done in P ℎ to generate a trail population P using:
is due to the propagation of chromosomes of P in the direction set by (P ℎ -P) and G controls amplitude of (P ℎ -P). Use of P ℎ gives a partial advantage to BSA of the experiences of previous population in creating an intelligent trial population P .
Step 4: Crossover:
It creates the final trial population P , the initial step towards P was P set by (19) . Target population is improved by chromosomes of P having improved fitness. For this crossover uses two procedures. First determines a binary matrix map M of × order. Its function is to indicate particles of P that are to be changed by using relevant particles of P . The initial value of M , is set as 1, and trial population P is updated as:
Crossover strategy of BSA is presented in Algorithm 2 . BSA uses a unique crossover strategy as compared to other EAs. The mix-rate parameter controls the number of particles that are mutated in a trial by using [ x x ] , is mentioned in line (3) of Algorithm 2 . This function is the main reason that BSA crossover is unique to other EAs BSA's M is defined by two predefined strategies being used randomly. The first strategy implements mix-rate (Algorithm 2 line (2) -(4) ), and other allows one chromosome to mutate, chosen at random in each trial (Algorithm 2 line (6) - (8) ). The mutation strategy results in overflow of some particles of the PT during crossover procedure. For this, a boundary control process is defined that keeps the individual inside the bounds. Its algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
Step 5: Selection-II:
In this process the particles of P having improved fitness are updated by their corresponding better particles of P . The global minimum and global minimizer are also updated based on the best fitness so far. The particle having best fitness is called global minimizer denoted by Pbest and its fitness is called global minimum. 
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Input: P mutant , mix-rate, N and D Output:
Algorithm 2: Crossover strategy of BSA.
Input : P T , Search space limits (i.e., lower l , upper l ) also verify that BSA is an efficient scheme for solving both cases.
The examples of first group are simulated using a 10-element array with element failure near center. The simulations show the recovery of SLL in Figure 6 , recovery of single null in Figures 7 and 8 , and recovery of multiple nulls in Figures 9-11 .
The second group of examples is simulated using a 10-element array with element failure far from center. The simulations show the recovery of SLL in Figure 12 , recovery of single null in Figures 13 and 14 , and recovery of multiple nulls in Figures 15 and 16 .
The third group of examples is simulated using a 5-element ULA. The simulations show the recovery of SLL in Figure 17 and recovery of single nulls in Figure 18 . The fourth group of examples is simulated using a 15-element array with element failure far from center. The simulations show the recovery of SLL in Figure 19 and recovery of multiple nulls in Figures 20-22 . Tables 2, 3 , 4, and 5 show the comparison between faulty pattern and recovered pattern for each case, respectively.
Performance of BSA is compared in terms of efficiency and accuracy, with an already proven technique in [1] . The results presented in Table 6 show the comparison results. The table shows that BSA is much quicker than both GA and GA-PS due to its structural simplicity, BSA is also more accurate. The simulations for GA and GA-PS were also done on the same computer. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, strength of BSA is used for the correction of faulty antenna array in wireless mobile communication systems. BSA has successfully reduced side lobe levels and repositioned single and multiple nulls at the original positions when any antenna element in the ULA is failed. The comparison of BSA is made with GA and GA-PS and it has been established that BSA produced better results in terms of computational complexity. In future, one can explore BSA for other geometries of antenna arrays such as L shape, planar, and circular arrays. Similarly, BSA can be successfully applied to other problems in array signal processing such as adaptive beamforming, parameter estimation of signals, and tracking.
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